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Services for companies

Mobile communication in the company is primarily saving expenditures on advertising and telecommunication, but...
not only. We invite you to read descriptions of creative ideas for B2B sector companies.

Advertising agency

Does advertising agency can afford and offer without the most dynamically growing advertising channel which is
mobile advertising?

 

Why is it worth?

increasing its portfolio product,
increasing the competitiveness of the offer,
modern image of the agency offering the rapidly growing mobile advertising tools,
the use of mobile communication in events conducted by Your agency,
mobile communication in emergency situations
increasing the loyalty of Your customers.

Mobile communication in Your offer

SerwerSMS offer for advertising agencies are primarily the implementation of mobile communication to Your offer.
Regardless of whether you represent a small agency, a local full-service, or a highly specialized nationwide agency,
SerwerSMS has in its offer products which should be of Your interest. Our comprehensive services of mobile communication
will complement both fantastic loyalty programme, and campaigns ATL and BTL, PR, SM, and any other activities on Internet.
If you are interested in this service, in conversation with sales section just ask about special agency agreement for advertising
agencies.

SMS as streamlining the agency's work

Our services are available not only to your customers. Many of our products and functions can be used yourself as your final
customers. One of such features may be for example, the ability of SMS communication in case of power failure in Internet,
the interruption in the delivery of electricity. In such emergency situations, simply send an SMS to our system and it will
distribute it to specific recipients (customers, employees, contractors, etc.).
If you are interested in this service, in conversation with sales section please ask about Forward SMS service.

SMS vindication

The platform SerwerSMS also offers SMS reminder dispatch when it's time for payment or their due date is exceeded. For a
large number of your agency clients SMS delivery can become an effective way to regulate the  payment for services
provided by your agency.
If you are interested in this service, in conversation with sales section just ask about bulk messaging of ECO SMS or FULL
SMS, planned dispatch and APi remote communication.

Loyalty for SMS

The profitability of an advertising agency on the one hand is the need of acquiring new customers, on the other (which is
more effective) - to keep the current customers. In maintaining loyalty can also help SMS messaging, for example, in the form
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of minimally invasive requests or notifications about promotions, new services, etc
If you are interested in this service, in conversation with sales section just ask about bulk messaging of ECO SMS or FULL
SMS, planned dispatch and API remote communication.

Accounting office

Delivery of accounting information, taxes, reminders about submitting documentation, date of paying taxes - SMS is
one of the most optimal forms of transferring such information.

 

Why is it worth?

reducing telecommunication costs,
increasing the competitiveness of the offer,
image of a modern company,
more effective communication of accounting information.

SMS notifications for accountants

If you have any application to manage the accounting of your customers, we offer integration with our system by API remote
communication. Thanks to this dispatch of accounting information can be done automatically such as the amount of taxes,
insurance, etc.
If you are interested in this service, in conversation with sales section please ask about API remote communication.

SMS vindication

SerwerSMS offers wholesale or individual sending vindicatory messages. Dispatch may be carried out before the due date (as
a request for settlement invoice regulation) and the date when you will not have payment noted (as an SMS vindicatory).
If you are interested in this service, in conversation with sales section please ask about bulk or single ECO SMS or FULL SMS.

SMS Scheduler

A good accounting office is one that helps its customers including the timely execution of their duties which entrepreneurs
have. Therefore, SMS scheduler can significantly increase the competitiveness of your offer to other accounting offices being
in your area. How does the scheduler for SMS work? For each of the companies, there is need to determine the key dates in
which they are required to perform certain operations to institutions, such as social insurance, Inland Revenue, etc. Then, you
should plan sending these particular terms and... that's all. Our system is defined in terms of sending that is executed itself to
appropriate numbers without the need for daily involvement the employees of your office.
If you are interested in this service, in conversation with sales section please ask about planned dispatches and API remote
communication.

Idea list

Applications, Internet

We invite you to the reading-matter of the programmers and electronics engineers.
Read more

https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/applications-internet
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Offices, institutions

In these days, the modern office is the mobile office! Simply.
Read more

Trade

Mobile loyalty and sales support. Stationary and virtual.
Read more

Real estate

Good offer? Quickly inform interested via SMS!
Read more

Law, finance

Legal and financial support requires quality at the highest mobile level.
Read more

Entertainment, sport

Invitations and reservations or bidirectional SMS communication for the entertainment and sport!
Read more

Transport, shipping

SMS communication with drivers, senders and recipients of consignments.
Read more

Beauty, health

Reminders about visits, SMS appointment booking and many other SMS proposals!
Read more

Education

More modern education at every level.
Read more

Services for companies

Once it was the Internet revolution. Today is mobile revolution!
Read more

Publishing house, media

Mobile communication does not compete with other media but it supports it.
Read more

Representing another industry?

Contact us, our consultants will help you in the selection of solutions.
Contact

https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/offices-institutions
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/trade
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/real-estate
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/law-finance
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/entertainment-sport
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/transport-shipping
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/beauty-health
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/education
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/services-for-companies
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/publishing-house-media
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/contact

